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G Hare Radio chapter Popular culture France 
Radio broadcasting in France   
Geoff Hare    
Radio and popular culture  
Radio, like television, has a different relationship to popular culture than, say, music, sport or 
holidays. Radio listening is a habit or activity engaged in by an overwhelming majority of French 
people everyday (86.5% for three hours a day at the end of 2002), and 98.8% of French people own a 
radio receiver, indeed several (the average is 6.3 per household: radio alarm, car radio, kitchen 
transistor or radio cassette player, radio tuner in a hi-fi, walkman, and increasingly access to radio on 
the net via personal computer or cable/satellite TV). To this extent radio listening is a similar, if more 
frequent, cultural practice than going on holiday. Compared to music and sport, very popular interests, 
radio has an added dimension, since it is one of the media though which people are able to engage in 
other cultural phenomena like listening to music or sports commentary or results. In other words radio 
is a mediator of popular culture, as well as being a cultural phenomenon in it is own right. There is 
radio listening as a cultural practice meaning part of everyday culture as a way of life and there is 
radio, or more precisely radio programmes, which can be seen as cultural productions, culture as a 
form of art.  
Radio is now a major factor giving shape or pattern to people’s daily lives. Many people wake 
up to it, re-establish contact with the wider world or at least with France’s place within it over their 
breakfast coffee, use it to get into the mood for the day during their drive to work, have it as company 
in the background during the day at home or at work, re-establish contact with the wider world 
through the news on their way home from work or once back home in the early evening, and some, 
especially younger people, use it at night to tune in to how their peers are coping with sex, love and 
death by listening to talk-show phone-ins. Increasing numbers of ados (adolescents) are in fact also 
actively participating in these intimate discussions as a means of self-expression or to seek advice 
about their personal anxieties. Radio, then, has become an important part of ‘youth culture’. 
After a brief historical sketch showing how French broadcasting evolved to its current state, 
this chapter deals with the broadcasting system as it exists in 2003. It looks at who listeners are in 
France, and how and to what end their listening habits are measured, at issues of supply and demand, 
at popular radio genres in France , the extent and effects of State regulation on music radio, and the 
position of radio within key debates in France public life, in particular in relation to the issues of 
globalisation and national identity.  
Issues of supply: radio before and after the changes of the 1980s  
Radio and television in Britain and France began life, in their respective societies, in eras that were 
still dominated by the elitist view that these new media should be used to uplift popular culture. As 
part of the RTF and then ORTF in the post-war period up to and including the seventies, French State-
radio was heavily influenced by the BBC model of broadcasting developed pre-war under Lord 
Reith’s earnest values, where the mission was to inform, educate and entertain. Gaullist values and 
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policy were equally elitist and ‘improving’. In the sixties there was close supervision of political 
coverage (a distinct lack of satire) and banning of anti-establishment songs from the airwaves (such as 
Boris Vian’s ‘Le déserteur’), and little reflection of life in the regions, or programmes aimed 
specifically at powerless groups like young people or immigrant communities. Until the 1980s French 
radio was limited in supply – there were very few stations (the generalist, mass audience France Inter, 
and two minority stations France Culture and France Musique, the latter covering little other than 
classical music). Entertainment certainly featured on France Inter, along with news, while the other 
two stations were giving transmission time mainly to the national (high) culture.  
Unlike television, however, most of France was also able to tune in to at least one and usually 
two of what were called the périphériques stations, commercial radios broadcasting in French from 
long-wave transmitters just across the border in Luxembourg (RTL), Monaco (RMC), West Germany 
(Europe 1) and Andorra (Sud-Radio).  Commercial radio, whose livelihood depended on using radio 
programmes as a vehicle to put advertisers in contact with an audience of consumers, had no high 
cultural project like that of the French ruling elites. Indeed, they challenged French State radio by 
concentrating on popular programming: entertainment (variety, game shows), popular music and 
extensive news.  
Kuhn (1995) describes the reasons and the process by which the French State under the new 
socialist government of François Mitterrand from 1981 onwards dismantled this central control, under 
pressure from technological and economic forces that made change inevitable in radio and television. 
Radio broadcasting was given much more commercial autonomy within a new regulatory and 
licensing system, over the period of the 1980s, when small new radios on the FM waveband (called 
radios libres) brought lung-fulls of fresh air to listeners over the airwaves. Then, in the nineties, most, 
but not all, local independent commercial music stations were bought up by large media companies 
and consolidated into nine or ten national commercial networks to create what is by and large the radio 
broadcasting system of the early 21
st
 century. 
State radio, or more properly nowadays public sector radio, is run by Radio France and has a 
variety of stations catering for different groups and needs: the generalist mass audience France Inter, 
the 24-hour rolling news station France Info, the ‘serious music’ station France Musiques (the recently 
acquired plural reflects the ambition to broaden its repertoire), France Culture, talk radio providing in-
depth coverage of news, culture and discussion of scientific, philosophical, political, and artistic ideas, 
Le Mouv’, a young people’s station (in ten large towns), FIP (soothing music and traffic reports in 
Paris and 3 major cities), and the network of over 40 local or regional stations called France Bleue 
(‘généraliste, populaire, adulte, de proximité’), aimed at the 40-60 year olds.  
Radios in the commercial sector are owned by three major media groups: Le Groupe Europe 1 
(itself part of the Lagardère Matra Hachette group of companies) runs Europe 1, Europe 2, and RFM; 
the other major old périphérique RTL (part of the Luxembourg-based European Bertelsmann group 
CLT-UFA, now part of Audiofina) runs: RTL, RTL2, and Fun Radio; and the newest but the most 
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powerful group is Jean-Paul Baudecroux’s group, which controls NRJ, Cherie FM, Rire et Chansons 
and Nostalgie. The pattern of ownership of existing commercial networks broadcasting to the nation 
on FM has led, for reasons of competition and the search for niche audiences, to a structuring of music 
radios in particular into formats which target different age groups. Each commercial group tends to 
have a station that targets an audience of jeunes, jeunes adultes, adultes, and seniors. The latter tends 
to be the generalist radios (RTL, Europe 1, RMC Info, and some of the public sector radios) which 
more and more are broadcasting more and more news and discussion programmes and appeal to the 
adult audience in general 
Over eighty regional or local commercial radios operate independently of the large national 
networks, for instance Wit FM in the south-west, Alouette in the west, or Radio Scoop in Lyon. A few 
of these could be called community radios (or radios de proximité) in so far as they target communities 
defined by ethnic origins (Beur FM and Radio Alfa – aimed at the Franco-Algerian and Franco-
Portuguese communities respectively) or by gender orientation (Radio FG – formerly Fréquence Gaie). 
A number of community radios properly speaking are not classified as commercial but as radios 
associatives and have access to public funds to help them survive – Fréquence Protestante, Radio 
Notre-Dame, Radio Shalom, are quite big Paris-based ones. Others abound in the regions and small 
towns, from Radio Arverne in the Auvergne to Radio Zinzine in the Hautes Alpes, which has a special 
weekly programme for Romanies. Such community radios could be regarded as outside the scope of 
this chapter, since they target geographical, ethnic or cultural minorities. However this should not be 
taken to mean that those who listen to such a radio do not also listen to one of the national radios. More 
and more listeners are using a range of radios to satisfy various needs. It remains true however that 
only 4% of overall volume of listening is to the non-commercial radios associatives. 
Listeners and listening habits  
We know a lot about radio listening habits in France, especially since advertising has become the key 
source of income for commercial radio stations, particularly since 1984. Commercial motives have led 
radio stations and TV channels (alongside advertisers) to develop sophisticated instruments to measure 
audiences' consumption of their output.  They are all the better able to justify the rates they charge for 
advertisements, and to adjust their output to attract audiences and therefore advertisers.  Detailed 
knowledge of the make-up of audience helps advertisers target particular profiles of media audiences 
they wish to promote their products/services to. The French audience research companies are 
Médiamétrie (jointly owned by TV and radio companies and advertisers) and the private market-
research firm IPSOS (see below for their web sites). Figures are regularly available for each radio 
station for audience moyenne (average of each quarter-hour measurement of the audience, for a given 
time slot), audience cumulée (‘reach’ in English, total number of listeners who have listened at least 
once in a given day), durée d’écoute (average listening time per listener), part de marché or part 
d’audience (market share or audience share, the percentage of the total listening audience for a given 
day or a given time slot).  
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The daily rhythms of radio listening reflect French daily life: on weekdays radio prime time is 
traditionally between 7 a.m. and 8.30 a.m. Then the audience falls gradually up to mid-day, but retains 
relatively high levels, flattens out, then starts to rise again from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. without catching up 
the morning highs. There is a sharp drop from 7 p.m. to 8.30 p.m., and a slower fall up to midnight. 
Traditional high TV viewing in the evening depresses the radio listening figures, except among the 
under 20s. The major news radios see their peaks during the morning prime time, at lunch time and in 
late afternoon/early evening drive time. Radio listening is ahead of television in the morning up to 
12.30 p.m. and also from 2.30 to 6 p.m. on weekdays. At weekends television comes more into its own 
(see Cheval: 203-4). Listening shows an obvious correlation with the daily routine, reflecting, for 
example, the numbers of French workers who still manage to go home for lunch, and the numbers who 
listen to the radio while driving to and from work. Despite the increasing importance of car radios, 
radio listening in the home still accounts for 60% of the total, with 20% in the car and 18% at work. In 
the home it is the kitchen that accounts for 40% of all listening, the living room/sitting room/dining 
room for 27% and the bedroom 22%. An increasing amount of listening is happening on digital 
television and the Internet. What is suggested in these figures, and what becomes clear when we 
consider the diversity of radio equipment at the disposal of listeners, is that radio listening has become 
an increasingly individual activity, whereas historically it was much more a collective activity. This is 
also linked to the multiplication of targeted stations. 
There is significant differentiation by region: the south listens less than the north.  The regions 
listening the most are Alsace, Ile-de-France, and the Pays de la Loire, whereas the ones who listen 
least are Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur, Auvergne and, least of all, Corsica. Regarding the south-east 
and Corsica one could speculate about the effects of the warmer climate that has gone hand in hand 
with an outdoor conversational culture. Inverse regional figures obtain for television, which suggests 
strongly that the two are in competition in overall terms. Geographical differences must however be 
seen too in social terms. Médiamétrie figures show that differences can operate between neighbouring 
towns such as Aix (85% reach) and Marseille (74%), which is put down to the larger student 
population in Aix, and in general to the different socio-economic and cultural identities of the two 
cities. Radio listening, as a cultural activity, does reflect the social and cultural realities of France.  
Radio genres  
It is useful first to come back to the now traditional splitting of radio in France into the categories of 
généralistes and thématiques (or niche) radios.  The former are what is left over from the small 
number of stations that competed for the mass national audience before 1981, offering something to 
every one at different times of day. The niche radios are those targeting a segment of the national 
audience – these segments being differentiated either by age and hence musical taste or by content, 
e.g. news radio, or a particular type of music. Like all niche radio stations they constantly monitor 
their format in terms of the target audience through market research and ‘panels’. One consequence of 
targeting in a commercial system is that audiences with a less commercially attractive profile might be 
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less well served by programme schedulers (the unemployed and the very old, for example, may have 
less disposable income than average, but more time in which to listen to the radio). 
Another way of dividing up radio is between talk radio and music radio. The first new all-talk 
radio was the public sector radio France Info, founded as a 24-hour rolling-news service in 1987. It 
has become enormously successful, as the third top radio in terms of reach, behind NRJ and RTL. The 
généralistes have traditionally offered both talk and music, although there is a trend for them to 
become dominated by talk, for instance RMC has changed its name to RMC Info, and Europe 1 is 
equally concentrating on news and interactivity, as phone-ins, talk shows, discussion programmes, 
personal advice, and libre antenne programming are being called. The following sections deal with 
particular genres within talk radio and music radio, starting with talk radio. 
Talk Radio  
A significant development on French radio from the 1990s has been the talk show for a youth 
audience. The type of phone-in programme that first caught the attention of the wider public and 
indeed that of the regulator in the 1990s for its offensiveness was based on satirical and provocative 
discussion of news events. The genre is not entirely new in the sense that there is a tradition on French 
radio of topical or even satirical debate, that started in the early days of radio in the pre-war 
chansonnier tradition, although it was limited in the Gaullist years.  One well remembered programme 
L’Oreille en coin dimanche matin, that began in 1968 on France Inter, set a high standard of wit 
without a particularly malevolent tone. An even less controversial entertainment programme in its 
witty content was the long-running Les Grosses Têtes, hosted by Philippe Bouvard, on RTL. The 
tradition on public service radio has been continued by Laurent Ruquier in the 1990s. An earlier 
programme occupying the same France Inter lunch-time slot as Ruquier was Le Tribunal des flagrants 
délires (1980/83) with Pierre Desproges, who was much more ferocious with its political guests. 
While there was satirical content in programmes produced by public service radio, their political 
debate was in the hands of professionals and if they went occasionally over the top, these dérapages 
were calculated. More recent youth radio phone-in talk shows could much more easily go off the rails 
when inexperienced young presenters misjudge comments or find it difficult to prevent callers from 
doing so. Both Fun and Skyrock found themselves in trouble with the regulator for jokes about the 
Auschwitz concentration camp and the killing of a ‘flic’. The Parisian radio Ici et Maintenant was 
taken off the air by the CSA in 1995 after complaints from the French anti-racist league (LICRA) 
concerning repeated airings of racist, anti-Semitic and revisionist views by phone-in callers. 
The most popular type of talk show for young people in the 21
st
 century, the youth sex-phone-
in (the subject of the case study at the end of the chapter), may also be seen as a genre that has its 
historical antecedents, such as those programmes of personal advice and sympathy hosted in the 
afternoon on RTL for 14 years from 1967 by the celebrated Ménie Grégoire. Hers was an older 
audience (up to three million listeners), dominated by women whose sack-fulls of letters she 
responded to on air. She used her listeners’ letters to raise issues related to work and health, and 
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questions to do with relationships and sex. She has said she was not handing down advice in the way a 
magazine ‘agony column’ might have, but giving a voice to her listeners’ everyday anxieties at a time 
of rapid social change and changing values. It was in the seventies that the great debates about 
contraception and abortion were at their height. 
In the category of talk radio that can be characterised as entertainment falls some iconic 
programmes from France Inter. While they are popular, they do not descend to lowest-common-
denominator radio. A game show where the questions still demand a certain ‘culture’ is Le Jeu des 
Mille francs (now Euros), broadcast every weekday lunch-time and which has been travelling from 
town to town since it began in 1958 and is still going strong in the new century. Other programmes 
that began in the 1950s are the history programme La Tribune de l’histoire and the arts discussion 
programme Le Masque et la plume. The interview genre had its iconic exponent also on France Inter, 
for two decades: Jacques Chancel. From 1968 his hour-long live daily interview Radioscopies brought 
out the intelligence and humanity in his guests from the world of politics, culture and the arts. 
Music radio: the search for the ménagère de moins de 50 ans  
It is difficult to talk about individual programmes on much of current music radio, since it is now 
dominated by formats – all of the type ‘music and news’. The news bulletins are however brief and the 
music is aimed at mythical creatures that sum up a socially and demographically defined target 
audience. Since the dawn of commercial radio in France advertisers have wanted to attract and keep 
the attention of people with high disposable income. One such is the ménagère de moins de 50 ans – 
the housewife and mother responsible for spending on a range of domestic consumer products. Since 
RTL and Europe 1 were born in the era prior to the massive entry of the French female into the paid 
work-force from the 1970s onwards, generalist-radio day-time programming (including the public 
sector France Inter) has long tried to attract this mythical creature. Tools have included the serial, La 
famille Duraton (RTL in the 1950s) and games offering chances to win money or consumer items by 
phoning in on or being telephoned by the presenter (La Valise RTL). It was Europe No. 1 (as it was 
originally called) that changed the position of music on French radio. From its birth in 1955 it brought 
an American feel to its radio: in addition to devoting significant morning, lunch-time and early-
evening slots to news and current affairs, it programmed much more music in the morning and 
afternoon, with new-style presenters (like Pierre Bellemare) whose main job was to establish and keep 
a friendly, more intimate relationship with the listener for whom he (mainly male presenters) was 
company.  
In the current era it is a number of adultes music radios, in particular Cherie FM and RFM, 
that are targeting this social-demographic profile. The canned music in the smaller supermarkets 
which do not have their own produced background music is likely to be from one of these two 
stations. This choice of format by Cherie and RFM is for commercial and opportunistic reasons. RFM 
has changed its format and target audience at least twice since it was an early feisty pioneer of the 
radios libres. Initially, it sought a viable audience originally through an American West Coast Sound. 
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Having been taken over by a British commercial company, Crown Communications, it adopted a new 
format to target a segment of the market they identified as being hitherto under-exploited in France: 
the 25-40 year-old ‘actifs’ living in towns of over 100,000 people, more male than female, from the 
cadre categories. They could sell this audience of ‘French Yuppies’ particularly to advertisers in the 
automotive industries (70% of their advertising income was motor-car related), and to advertisers of 
certain other new products. RFM's animateurs (who included the nationally known singer Eddy 
Mitchell and the ubiquitous Antoine de Caunes) were individualised much more than, say, those on 
NRJ where the music was all important. RFM's tone was also more insolent and caustic than other 
stations. Having failed to win a viable audience with this format, RFM, under its new owners, Europe 
1, as Le Monde (7-8.4.96) put it, ‘is targeting the 35-50 year-olds, with a predominance of women’.  
The format and tone of both RFM and Cherie FM is now ‘soft’. Cherie, described by Le Monde, as ‘la 
plus féminine des radios’ and as the best example of a radio entirely designed according to the laws of 
the market, carefully avoids rock guitar and dance or hip-hop. The play-list, carefully tested by 
telephone polls, is an eclectic selection of popular recent and older hits , with a number of new 
releases. Presenters are mainly male with female voices for chroniques (health and beauty) and news. 
RFM concentrates on hits from the mid-fifties to the mid-eighties, golden oldies, plus a quota of new 
releases. It has built its image around the notion of ‘gold’, with its slogan was ‘la radio en or’ and 
various rubriques like their gastronomy feature entitled ‘L’or du terroir’.  Like Cherie FM, it has 
female chroniqueuses (sounding like ‘friends giving tips’).  
The recent success of Cherie, RFM and other stations shows us that ‘adult music radios’ have 
listeners that advertisers are seeking, that the old périphériques that were thought to be losing out to 
the new FM radios libres have literally bought into the market by taking over smaller  networks along 
with their audience and their publicity income, and that radios now build their programme schedules 
on a niche audience easily identifiable by advertisers.  However, even if the techniques and the 
concepts are imported from the USA, the radio market is a national one not a local one. The exception 
is the Paris region where the density of population allows some specialist music niche radios (Ouï-FM, 
rock music, Voltage-FM: dance music, FG for Techno, Radio Latina for Latino rhythms). In terms of 
the specific niche that RFM has targeted, it argues that it is following its ‘auditeurs historiques’, the 
20-30 year-olds of 1981 ‘pour les retrouver 15 ans plus tard’. Another way of looking at it is that there 
is less room for manoeuvre at the lower age range, since the French demographic pyramid is shrinking 
at the bottom (the 13-25 year olds), whereas the late thirties to fifty year-olds are a solid reservoir of 
potential audience with high spending power.  
Values and debates: music radio and national cultural identity  
Concentration of ownership of music stations in the late 1980s and competition for listeners led the 
major national commercial youth music networks to play less French popular music. By 1992 figures 
showed 13% of plays for French music on NRJ, 8% on Skyrock, and 7% on Fun. New or relatively 
unknown French artists were being passed over in favour of already successful British and American 
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music. The conservative press encouraged a reaction of ‘moral panic’ in the French cultural 
establishment about the loss of national identity if French popular song disappeared; the French music 
industry saw it more in terms of a commercial issue; and the political classes opted for protectionism, 
with legally enforceable linguistic quotas on popular song programmed on French radio. The so-called 
‘Pelchat amendment’, passed into French law as part of a wider Broadcasting Reform Act on 1 
February 1994. It imposed on all French radio stations a compulsory minimum of 40% of French 
language songs in their popular music programming at times of day where there is a significant 
listening audience (6.30 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.). Within this 40% minimum there was a further 
requirement for radios to give air time, for at least half of the quota, to new talent or new issues.  
The CSA was given powers of enforcement, and in 1998 found itself giving final warnings to 
ten national and regional networks and banning one regional radio from broadcasting for a day 
following persistent flouting of the quotas. But within two years up to full implementation of the law, 
1300 independent radios had their licensing agreements either simply renewed by the CSA or 
modified so that they would progressively come into line with the new law.  
As implied above, in addition to the highly publicised cultural and linguistic motivation 
behind this legislation, there was also the issue of commercial and economic protection of the French 
music industry, since the music industry depends on radio’s capacity to disseminate and market its 
products (and to pay for the privilege through royalties). In the 1990s sales of French produced music 
recordings had fallen behind non-French sales on the internal French market by 10 percentage points, 
the reverse of a few years earlier. Since there was an accepted link between sales and radio play-lists, 
the music industry blamed radio programmers. 
More potent politically were the cultural and linguistic concerns that had long been a part of 
French cultural policy, concerns about the status of the French language in the modern world and its 
links to national identity. The ultimate fear was that French might be relegated to the status of a 
second-class language, and with it French culture and France itself. (See the chapter on Language.) 
What is particular about the French cultural scene is that popular song in the shape of chanson sits 
quite happily within the French establishment’s definition of culture. It has not been seen as divorced 
from high culture (unlike Britain), and has been a very productive area of French artistic creativity 
ever since the birth of radio and the record industry. Therefore new concerns about the dwindling 
influence of the French language within youth music radio and the loss of creativity in French popular 
music put radio programming of French song on the agenda of traditional French cultural 
protectionism.  
Youth radio stations had the most problems with the regulation. The most popular national 
networks targeting the under-25 year olds, such as NRJ, Skyrock or Fun Radio, had built their 
audiences on a diet of music containing a high proportion of American rock and pop. NRJ claimed that 
whereas the French repertoire for an adult audience was very rich, the youth radios were stuck 
between rap and boy bands and there was very little to play. Fun Radio reacted by introducing more 
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phone-ins at evening prime times, partly, as a way of stretching the limited amount of playable French 
music to the 40% of remaining programming. Skyrock, seeing the difficulty it would have in reaching 
the 40% quota, changed its format radically in 1995, banking its future on French rap music. Its 
percentage of rap went from 35% in 1995 to 50% in 1996, and to 75% in the late 1990s. Its audience 
increased and it contributed to a remarkable flowering of French rap which was in a phase of 
development that coincided with the quotas. After one year of quotas, French record sales went up 
from 45% to 52% of total music sales. 
The quotas issue tells us that while the interests of the music industry and of music radio are 
symbiotically interlinked, they are not automatically identical. In the late nineties disagreements 
between the music industry and the radio sector led to an amendment to the law in the direction of 
greater flexibility. Greater specialisation of radios had led to formats being differentiated both by age 
of listeners and by musical style – dictated by highly competitive conditions. In order to take account 
of the diversification of French radio, and to avoid the risk of standardisation of radio in general 
through more and more uniform play-lists, the CSA and parliament (in 2000) accepted an amendment 
to the law that favoured the exposure of new performers on radio, but without penalising radios that 
concentrate on the musical heritage (‘adult’ radios). A radio can now either to drop to 35% of French 
records provided the percentage of new talent reaches 25% of the total, or play only 10% of new talent 
where a radio reaches 60% of French song overall.  
Figures for 2002 show that, from the point of view of listener, half the songs heard on French 
radio are French, and that the most popular French singer with radio stations is Jean-Jacques Goldman. 
It also show the importance of the Top 40 chart which accounts for two-thirds of plays on youth radios 
like Skyrock and NRJ.  
Cultural-imperialism theories and models are behind the quotas issue, which may reflect the 
dominance of an older generation of French decision-makers rather than the mass of the younger 
generation of listeners. Radio quotas are part of a much wider anxiety among French elites about 
national identity and merely one of a number of policy instruments putting into effect a defence of the 
French language and ultimately of national identity. However, whereas French elites readily apply 
notions of cultural imperialism to the relations of the USA to Western Europe, French youth has been 
fascinated by American culture in the post-war era. Music radio has been a prime site of the debate 
over the relationship of French culture and Anglo-American culture.  
Youth talk radio: the case of Lovin’ Fun 
The vast majority of talk programmes in the 1990s were intended for a different audience to Ménie 
Grégoire’s, but one that has been equally in need of a voice in their era. Adolescents and pre-
adolescents in the under-20 age range or under-25s were the audience of the youth sex phone-in genre 
that has proved the longest lasting and that has caused most controversy. Fun Radio and Skyrock are 
the two radio stations who have developed interactive youth talk radio most notably, although other 
youth stations have from the turn of the new century also essayed this format of programme. The 
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presenters of the various shows on Fun and Skyrock have become media celebrities, with large 
followings of listeners. Competition between animateurs to increase listener ratings has produced 
increasingly salacious topics of discussion. While it is not surprising that the subject of sex should 
interest young people, it needs to be pointed out that radio phone-ins in France have been used by 
young people not only for showing off or ‘talking dirty’ but more seriously as a source of information, 
advice and education about their own sexual development and the ethics and health implications of 
sexual practices in general. 
The most memorable example of sex on the radio is Fun Radio’s infamous programme Lovin’ 
Fun, presented jointly by Doc Spitz and Difool, who, against copycat competition, remained the 
champions of sex talk radio until Difool’s departure in August 1996. Other programmes on a range of 
radios have since imitated this model. While Doc was the serious sex therapist and medic, Difool was 
there to add spice and humour.  First broadcast in October 1992, Lovin’ Fun achieved maximum 
publicity when in 1994, as a result of what were seen by the regulator as excesses of vocabulary and 
over-explicitness, the CSA intervened to request that the show should no longer be aired live, and that 
its principal presenter Difool should leave comments on sex and health matters exclusively to the 
supposedly better qualified Doc Spitz. At the time, Lovin’ Fun was the most popular radio show in its 
weekday 9-11 p.m. evening slot, reaching an average 1.3 million listeners.   The affaire Lovin’ Fun 
developed rapidly as an issue of freedom of speech versus attempted censorship, requiring the CSA to 
give an involved explanation of its actions and presenting Fun Radio with free publicity and a forum 
for justifying the format, style and functions of Lovin’ Fun.  
The programme was certainly offensive to some people, but it did clearly fulfil a need for 
personal sexual and emotional advice among rather disorientated young people torn between the 
sexual values and explicitness of advertisements and television culture and the censoriousness of their 
parents’ generation, who had grown up at a time when contraception was not freely available and 
abortion was illegal, and neither were acceptable topics of pubic conversation. One sociological 
justification that is often aired for this highly popular type of libre antenne show is that it gives air-
time to private individuals to express their own views, –  giving a voice to young people – part of 
radio’s democratic function. However, critics have stressed the commercial factors in the FM radio 
industry of the 1980s and 1990s. The niche marketing of programme formulae developed particularly 
by Pierre Bellanger, the director of Skyrock, created a spiral of competition and rivalry in which 
quality provision was replaced by lowest-common-denominator broadcasts in an quest for audience 
ratings and advertising revenue. The fact that Fun Radio’s Lovin’ Fun was initially denounced to the 
CSA by Skyrock, who provided the regulators with cassettes of offending extracts, underlines both the 
competitiveness of the sector and its bitterness. The regulator moved from a position of declaring ‘free 
speech was not the freedom to make money through being vulgar’ to increasingly stressing the need 
for the radio stations themselves to develop their own professional ethos and exercise editorial control 
over offensive topics and language. The CSA has accepted there is a ‘strong demand from young 
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listeners for such programmes that  deal humorously with questions that concern them directly, such as 
sex and their place in society’.  
By 2003, in addition to Fun Radio, NRJ was running a nightly programme at 8 p.m. called 
Accord parental indispensable, a provocative title suggesting a range of X-rated subjects, but where 
programme policy is to avoid topics such as incest and paedophilia and vulgarity for its own sake. The 
young presenter, Maurad, has become the listeners’ favourite in a short time. In addition to chatting to 
callers about sex, there is a nightly trick phone-call, for example having a presenter ring a caller’s 
unsuspecting partner to subject him to an on-air (un)faithfulness test, and humour in poor taste that is 
not universally appreciated. On Europe 2’s similar programme, questions about family, love and sex 
are on the nightly agenda, plus, for its slightly older audience, social and political issues. However, 
now on Skyrock, the unshockable Difool, who lost 90,000 listeners to Maurad, runs his own show 
where no subject is off-limits and the language is often crude. The CSA is keeping an attentive ear on 
these programmes. 
Conclusions  
Radio should not be seen as a poor cousin of television – television without the pictures. It fulfils 
different cultural functions. It is of course in competition with television, since it is difficult to pay 
attention to both at the same time. But the older medium has kept its place in French people’s cultural 
life. Indeed in a Sofres survey published in 2003, of the three main mass media French radio retains 
clearly more trust and credibility than television and newspapers. Radio accompanies practically all 
French people in their day-to-day existence, punctuating the key periods of their daily lives, bringing 
information, news, and background music to some, emotional reassurance and a link with a lifestyle to 
others.  Radio listening has become a more and more individual and solitary activity, perhaps making 
the solitude of modern life more bearable. It reflects the values of modern society, for example talk 
radio in the way sex has become the explicit centre of life, particularly for young people.  
Radio escaped the constraints of State control rather later in France than in other Western 
European countries. Supply of radio programming was highly restricted until the 1980s. Then, as 
supply and demand made radio a vector of the dominance of Anglo-American musical culture, radio 
stations were subjected to quotas in defence of French identity, at least as defined by the older French 
political elite. Despite the commercial pressures to standardise radio into formats, a visitor is struck by 
the variety of radio on offer at least in the major urban centres, but also in the vivacity of local radio. 
Radio in France seems well placed to use the new digital media and the Internet to maintain its 
position as an important medium in French popular culture. 
Suggestion for further study  
Even from outside France, it has become fairly easy to listen to French radio. Long wave 
access to France Inter, Europe 1 and RTL is feasible. Listening on the Internet has also become quite 
straightforward. Studying the categorisation of listeners and the number of listeners for various types 
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of music radio and talk radio can be done on the Médiamétrie web site (see below). The CSA site 
gives definitions of the official categories of radio. An examination of stations’ own web sites will 
show what new content and new or extra uses the Internet and digitisation are allowing radio to make 
available to its listeners, in the form of downloads. The style of the sites also reflect a station’s 
particular format and target audience. Play lists of competing music stations can be assessed for their 
overlap and similarity, and for the extent to which they appear to be respecting the linguistic quotas. 
Once in France it will be easier to investigate the range of provision of radio stations, for 
example by looking at Radio/TV guides. For provision of local radio in specific towns and beyond the 
Paris region, local visits may be necessary. Whereas a certain amount of quantitative date on listening 
habits is available via the web, for qualitative data students could interview acquaintances of all ages 
in France on which stations they listen to and when they listen and why.  
Space has not permitted coverage of the historical range of entertainment and news 
programmes. An excellent source of material is the Jeanneney-Chauveau historical dictionary, for 
example on major figures like Jean-Christophe Averty (and his contribution to bringing the history of 
the Music Hall to the modern listener) or Alain Duhamel (the major political commentator on Europe 
1).  
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